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laughing
Centennial Fund for a Jewish Future

The number of Jews who
feel and express a strong
sense of Jewish identity
is declining, and too many
Jews are demonstrating
growing apathy and a
diminishing appreciation
for their rich heritage
and traditions.

Centennial Fund
for a Jewish Future
The Centennial Fund for a Jewish Future (CFJF) is an
endowment within the Jewish Federation of Greater
Pittsburgh’s Jewish Community Foundation that
provides immediate and ongoing funding to make
quality Jewish learning and engagement available
to everyone. CFJF supports a broad range of
programs that instill a strong Jewish identity among
participants and a desire to pass the love of Judaism
on to the next generation. CFJF is the most significant
philanthropic undertaking in Pittsburgh’s Jewish
history. No other Jewish community has ever developed
such an aggressive, pre-emptive initiative to secure
its Jewish future.

From Apathy to Commitment
In a distracting time of countless available options,
the need to connect Jews of all ages and backgrounds
with Jewish life, meaning and significance is more
important than ever. Fortunately, we have already
identified the best tool: Jewish learning and
engagement. Countless studies and experts all point
to Jewish engagement through formal and informal
education, Jewish camping and Israel travel as the
proven pathway to ensuring the strength of Judaism
for generations to come. These experiences have
a tremendous impact on the attitudes Jews form
and the life decisions they make.
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The Continuity Conundrum
A rabbi is brought to speak before a
congregation seeking a new spiritual leader.
“What will you talk about?” the president
asks the rabbi on the way to the synagogue.
“The need to make Sabbath observance truly
holy, without shopping or spending money.”
“I wouldn’t do that,” the president warns.
“The people here are busy; they must
shop when they can. Could you speak
about something else?”
“Kashrut.”
“I wouldn’t get into that, Rabbi. Don’t you
realize how difficult keeping kosher is out here?
Kosher meat is expensive; plus two sets of
dishes and silverware...Can’t you speak about
something else?”
“Okay, I’ll speak about Jewish education,
the need for education —”
“Are you crazy, Rabbi? Hebrew school hours
take time away from music or dance lessons,
karate, basketball.”
“I don’t understand,” the rabbi says. “If I can’t
speak about the Sabbath, about kashrut, about
Jewish education, what do you want me to
speak about?”
“Why, speak about Judaism of course.”

this is no laughing matter
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“ One of the ways that we deal with our
anxieties and fears is by laughing at them;
anything that can be mocked immediately
seems less threatening. Many of the most
important issues that Jews think about, often
obsessively, are expressed in Jewish humor,”
notes Rabbi Joseph Telushkin. As Jews
make increasingly secular choices in life
and culture, our continuation as a people
is threatened.
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Consider facts
that illustrate
the challenges
we face:

41% of those who attended Jewish summer

camp felt a strong attachment to Israel, as
opposed to only 14% among those who
never attended Jewish camp.

75% of participants in Jewish

youth groups went on to marry
Jews, while only 49% of
non-participants married Jews.

challenges
84% of day school graduates become synagogue
members as adults, as opposed to only 12% of
children who have no formal Jewish education.
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To address these startling statistics, CFJF seeks
to transform our community into one in which
learning, participation, and strong identity is
the rule rather than the exception by:
• Increasing involvement in Jewish life and community;
• Reaching out to families and individuals at critical
times in their lives;
• Helping families overcome the high cost of
living Jewishly;
• Supporting quality programs that provide Jewish
experiences, specifically through education, trips to
Israel and summer camping.

All of the most recent research indicates
that Jewish learning, Israel travel and Jewish
camp experiences are the three proven ways
to reverse this trend.
• Supporting initiatives geared to increasing literacy
and involvement in Jewish life and community.
• Reaching out to families and individuals at critical
milestones in their lives: preschool, b’nai mitzvah,
college, weddings, starting a family.

this is no laughing matter
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culture
community
education
israel
family
social action
engagement
synagogue
summer camps
identity
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The challenge to ensure a thriving Pittsburgh
Jewish Community, today and into the future,
is truly “no laughing matter.”
The very serious issues associated with maintaining our
cut across the entire spectrum of Jewish life.
But these same issues also provide opportunities for
strengthening our
.

identity

community
It is a fact that education – both formal and informal
Jewish learning – is the most effective transmitter of Jewish
history, tradition and values. This includes experiential
learning, at Jewish
, in addition to
classroom education in our
and day schools.

summer camp
synagogues

Developing and funding experiential education programs
that promote
and

engagement

social action

are also CFJF top priorities. An immersive trip to
with other youth is tremendously effective in
creating a lasting bond between Israel and a new
generation of Jewish leaders.

israel

Jewish knowledge acquired through all types of learning
engenders a need to preserve, express, and pass on our
precious
. In addition, providing Jewish options for

culture

family

young Pittsburgh adults who will soon raise a
will
have a dramatic impact on current and future generations.
CFJF is committed to making a full range of opportunities
accessible to all who wish to participate, regardless of
affiliation or ability to pay.
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education
Weekly participation in Jewish activities

declines from 60% in seventh grade to

22% in twelfth grade.

Formal and experiential Jewish learning and
engagement and involvement in meaningful,
exciting, and interesting programs and experiences is the single most powerful strategy
leading to commitment and the building of
Jewish continuity. We are fortunate to have
exemplary, high-quality Jewish formal education
options in Pittsburgh, as well as so many other
informal Jewish learning programs available to
all age groups. In today’s economy, however,
our agencies, synagogues and day schools are
faced with rising operational expenses and
enrollment challenges, primarily due to costs.

this is no laughing matter
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The Four Questions
The Sunday school lesson had just finished
and the rabbi asked if the children had any
questions. Little David quickly raised his hand.
“Yes, David? What question would you like
to ask me?”
“I have four questions to ask you, Rabbi.
Is it true that after the children of Israel
crossed the Red Sea, they then received
the Ten Commandments?”
“Yes, David.”
“And the children of Israel also defeated the
Philistines?”
“Yes, David, that’s also true.”
“And the children of Israel also fought the
Romans and fought the Egyptians and built
the Temple?”
“Again you are correct, David.”
“So my last question is, Rabbi, what were the
grown-ups doing all this time?”
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CFJF is committed to funding all
types of educational programs.
Without some form of Jewish
education, every aspect of our young
people’s connection to Judaism is
threatened: they are less likely to raise
Jewish children, join a synagogue or
consider Israel an important part of
their lives. According to a recent study,
12% of Pittsburgh Jewish families elected not to educate their children
Jewishly because of cost. The implications of missed learning
opportunities are self-evident and demand an immediate response.

impact: education
CFJF is already supporting numerous education initiatives including:
• Providing synagogues with guidance and support to better meet the needs of
the families that engage with them.
• Enhancing teacher training to ensure better and more inspired educators who
have the tools to succeed.
• Scholarships to make programs and schools more accessible to more people.
• Supporting preschool curricula.
A new program from Pittsburgh Jewish Day Schools to provide free tuition
for new students is a current example of CFJF education funds at work. It offers
a unique opportunity for Jewish children to experience a high quality private
education coupled with a rich understanding of Jewish history, language, culture
and traditions.
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Jewish education initiatives are
both a magnet and an anchor for
the community, contributing stability
and a unique cooperation with our
Jewish community partners.
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israel
67% of those who traveled to Israel at a
young age felt connected to the Jewish

homeland, as opposed to only 29% who
did not visit Israel as youth
Being an engaged, committed Jew in the 21st
century requires a deep connection with Israel.
And while formal education plays a substantial
role in establishing this connection, it is most
effectively created by visiting the country.
One cannot help but be moved by its beauty,
religious significance and dynamic and diverse
people and cultures. Many of our community
organizations already see the tremendous
value in supporting Israel travel, but the overall
expense of Israel experiences remains a major
obstacle for many families.

this is no laughing matter
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The General

President Nixon asks Prime
Minister Golda Meir to
send General Moshe Dayan
to the United States in
return for any three generals
she wants.
Golda agrees. “We’ll give
you General Dayan. You
give us General Motors,
General Electric, and
General Telephone.”
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By providing scholarship dollars for an
educational trip to Israel, or covering
the entire cost in the case of Birthright,
CFJF makes this life-changing experience
available to more young people.
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One in four local Jewish families has reported
that cost prevented travel to Israel. Each year,
about 80% of local teens are missing out on this
tremendously valuable and rewarding experience
that will secure their Jewish future. These numbers
are in line with national averages, but with help
from CFJF funding, much more can be done to
encourage Israel travel among Pittsburgh teens.

impact: israel
Israel travel programs are essential to Jewish continuity. An immersive,
meaningful trip to Israel with other Jewish youth is tremendously
effective in creating a lasting bond between Israel and a new generation
of Jewish leaders.
Travel to Israel almost doubles the likelihood of synagogue membership
later in life and more than doubles the likelihood that young Jews see
being Jewish as “very important.” It also has the same impact on Jewish
identity in adulthood as attending a Jewish day school for one to six
years, or attending Hebrew school for seven to 12 years.
CFJF recognizes the significant impact that Israel travel can have on
young people and funding for trips is a priority. Currently, the Fund is
supporting Taglit-Birthright Israel to provide the gift of first time, peer
group, educational trips to Israel for Pittsburgh area Jewish young adults,
ages 18 to 26. CFJF continues to work with numerous programs to fund
other Israel travel opportunities.
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summer camps
Currently, about 40% of Pittsburgh’s
youth ages 6–17 attend Jewish summer

camp. Unfortunately, this means that 60%,
almost 4,000, do not
Jewish summer camp provides intense positive
Jewish experiences, twenty-four hours a day,
seven days a week. There is no other experience like it. And there may be no other single
Jewish experience with as great a potential for
impacting Jewish identity and engagement at
an early age. When it comes to instilling enthusiasm and connectedness in Jewish youth,
there is no doubt that summer camp works,
but costs can be a barrier for families.

this is no laughing matter
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A Prayer for Campers
May you find learning and growth of all kinds.
May you gain independence and feel comfort
in your Jewish identity.
May the mosquitoes be guided away from
you, and may the raindrops not fall into your
tent (too much).
May the food be delicious and the pool the
right temperature.
May you seek out new experiences and
try new things (vegetables would be nice
but I’m doubtful).
May you smile brilliantly for the camp
photographer and show up daily in the
online photo albums...
May you return home in one piece with
all your belongings, and may you ever yearn
to return to the land of summer camp.
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One in five local families has reported
that cost prevented them from sending
their children to Jewish camp. The
Jewish Community Center reports
that requests for financial assistance
increased 300% last summer and
they continue to increase. CFJF is
committed to focusing resources on
camp experiences because they forge
a powerful and lasting connection
to Judaism among participants.

impact: summer camps
Four out of five kids report increased Jewish knowledge and identity
after attending Jewish summer camp. 41% of those who attended camp
felt a strong attachment to Israel, as opposed to only 14% among those
who never attended Jewish camp. To ensure that Jewish camping can
be affordable and accessible to all families, CFJF is currently funding
scholarships to Emma Kaufmann Camp and grants for first-time overnight
campers through the One Happy Camper program.
CFJF funding for summer camping benefits both campers and counselors.
Recently through CFJF, the Philip Chosky Foundation established an
endowment to send local teens to Israel every summer to become better
camp counselors at Emma Kaufmann Camp. This year, 48 teens spent
three weeks in Israel and gained intensive leadership training that will
equip them with the necessary skills to serve as exemplary camp counselors.
CFJF will make a resounding difference in helping secure a Jewish future
for campers – and a strong, vibrant future for the Jewish community.
For every $1 million in the Fund dedicated to camp scholarships, a
meaningful summer camp experience will be available to an additional
25-50 children each year.
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Jewish experiences, especially at an
early age create a sense of excitement
and Jewish pride. Camp as we know it is
also one of the most formative tools in
helping to raise Jewish children.
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Ways to Give
There are a number of ways to establish an endowment
fund within CFJF, depending on your particular situation.
Outright Gifts of Cash
Credit/debit card transactions, outright cash, personal checks,
cashier’s checks, or money orders are a simple way to provide the
most immediate impact.

Outright Gifts of Securities
Appreciated securities, stocks, and bonds may provide considerable
tax advantages when transferred before they are sold. Securities
held for more than one year may provide a two-fold tax benefit.

Gifts of Non-cash Assets
Non-cash gifts, such as real estate, business inventory and tangible
personal property may be made after consultation with the
Federation and generally qualify for charitable income tax deduction.

Provision by Will
A simple amendment to a will can provide a commitment to CFJF.
Bequests to charity may provide significant tax benefits to your estate.

Charitable Lead Trusts
Can pay income to a Foundation endowment during the donor’s
lifetime. Assets passing to beneficiaries upon the donor’s death can
significantly reduce or even eliminate Estate or Gift Tax.

Charitable Remainder Trusts
A way to receive a charitable deduction today for a gift that is
promised to be paid in the future. Upon the death of the donor,
an endowment is established.

Life Insurance
A new or existing life insurance policy can be used to establish
an endowment fund and can qualify for a charitable income
tax deduction.
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Get Involved
As the most significant planned giving undertaking in the
history of the Pittsburgh Jewish community, the Centennial
Fund for a Jewish Future can ensure ongoing support for a
range of high-quality programs that advance the vital aspects
of Jewish life. Funding for this endowment means that Pittsburgh
can, and will, become a magnet for Jews who seek a community
in which learning, participation, and strong identity is the
rule rather than the exception.
Help us transform our community into a place that provides
the means to grow, learn and live Jewishly – at all levels of
Jewish knowledge, observance, affiliation and participation.
Your support will leave a lasting legacy that will touch countless
lives today, and into the future.

Contact
Jewish Federation of Greater Pittsburgh
P: 412.992.5216

Visit
www.fundforajewishfuture.org

234 McKee Place | Pittsburgh, PA 15213 | 412-681-8000
www.fundforajewishfuture.com

